Reformation And Revolt In The Low Countries
If you ally compulsion such a referred reformation and revolt in the low countries books that will have the funds for you worth, get the certainly
best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to entertaining books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections
are also launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every books collections reformation and revolt in the low countries that we will enormously offer. It is not more or
less the costs. Its just about what you compulsion currently. This reformation and revolt in the low countries, as one of the most effective sellers here
will unquestionably be in the midst of the best options to review.

The Origins and Development of the Dutch Revolt - Graham Darby
2003-09-02
The Dutch revolt against Spanish rule in the sixteenth century was a
formative event in European history. The Origins and Development of the
Dutch Revolt brings together in one volume the latest scholarship from
leading experts in the field, to illuminate why the Dutch revolted, the
way events unfolded and how they gained independence. In exploring the
desire of the Dutch to control their own affairs, it also questions whether
Dutch identity came about by accident. The book makes the most recent
research available in English for the first time, focusing on: * the role of
the aristocracy * religion * the towns and provinces * the Spanish
perspective * finance and ideology.
Early modern war narratives and the Revolt in the Low Countries Raymond Fagel 2020-04-02
By the end of the sixteenth century, stories about the Revolt in the Low
Countries (c. 1567–1648) had begun to spread throughout Europe. These
stories had very different authors with very different intentions. Over
time the plethora of sources and interpretations faded away, leaving us
with opposing canonical narratives. The Dutch and Spanish national
myths were forged on the basis of two visions of the conflict: as a
liberation war against cruel Spanish oppressors and as a glorious
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episode in the history of the Spanish Empire. This volume delves into the
early, seemingly anecdotal stories of the war to map the great variety
and interconnection of the narratives. It asks such questions as how did
the Jesuits write about the Revolt, what can we find in Italian chronicles
and how did the war look from the perspective of a local nobleman or a
Spanish commander?
The Dutch Revolt and Catholic Exile in Reformation Europe - Geert
H. Janssen 2014-09-08
"The present study seeks to probe the formative impact of exile on
changing Catholic identities, both in the northern and in the southern
Netherlands. More specifically, it will argue that many displaced
Catholics became receptive to militant strands of Catholicism during
their years in foreign safe havens. Local media, clerical leadership and
forms of sociability facilitated and shaped this process of religious
radicalisation among Catholic expatriates. When the changing course of
the war allowed the exiles to return home, these spiritually reborn men
and women promulgated their radical beliefs in areas recovered by the
Habsburg monarchy"-Power and the City in the Netherlandic World - Society for Netherlandic
History (U.S.). International Conference 2006
In the absence of a powerful state, how was coercive power established
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within, over, and by the cities of the Low Countries? Eleven chapters
covering the medieval and early modern periods explore this theme from
various angles. Some chapters detail symbolic contests or armed
struggle, while others focus on industrial control by urban magistrates or
their attempts to regulate servants and maintain religious orthodoxy. The
essays suggest that the Netherlandic world, in which cities have always
loomed large, may have followed a distinctive path of political
development that characterized the urban belt of Europe more generally.
As such, this volume aims to create new understandings of the place of
the Low Countries in European history.
The Reformation and Revolt in the Low Countries - Alastair Duke
2003-12-19
The Revolt of the Netherlands has long been familiar to English-speaking
readers, but the Reformation there has remained largely a closed book.
The Reformation in the Low Countries developed along very different
lines from German Lutheranism. While the decentralised character of
political authority ensured the survival of religious dissent, a prolonged
persecution of heresy postponed the formation of public Protestant
churches until after 1572. Conflicting interests and beliefs, as well as the
war and political struggle, shaped the final religious outcome. Local
considerations and individual responses played their part alongside the
decisions of rulers, whether Philip II and his lieutenant, the duke of Alva,
or William the Silent. Alastair Duke's work is of central importance to a
proper understanding of both Reformation and Revolt.
A Miracle Mirrored - Karel Davids 1995
A 1996 comparative study of the Netherlands from the late sixteenth to
the mid-nineteenth century.
From Revolt to Riches - Theo Hermans 2017-03-28
This collection investigates the culture and history of the Low Countries
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries from both international and
interdisciplinary perspectives. The period was one of extraordinary
upheaval and change, as the combined impact of Renaissance,
Reformation and Revolt resulted in the radically new conditions –
political, economic and intellectual – of the Dutch Republic in its Golden
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Age. While many aspects of this rich and nuanced era have been studied
before, the emphasis of this volume is on a series of interactions and
interrelations: between communities and their varying but often cognate
languages; between different but overlapping spheres of human activity;
between culture and history. The chapters are written by historians,
linguists, bibliographers, art historians and literary scholars based in the
Netherlands, Belgium, Great Britain and the United States. In continually
crossing disciplinary, linguistic and national boundaries, while keeping
the culture and history of the Low Countries in the Renaissance and
Golden Age in focus, this book opens up new and often surprising
perspectives on a region all the more intriguing for the very complexity
of its entanglements.
Preachers and People in the Reformations and Early Modern
Period - Larissa Taylor 2018-11-12
This anthology provides a broad overview of the social history of
preaching throughout Western and Central Europe, with sections
devoted to genre, specific countries, and commentary on the appeal of
the Reformation messages.
The Council of Trent: Reform and Controversy in Europe and Beyond
(1545-1700) - Wim François 2018-09-10
Exactly 450 years after the solemn closure of the Council of Trent on 4
December 1563, scholars from diverse regional, disciplinary and
confessional backgrounds convened in Leuven to reflect upon the impact
of this Council, not only in Europe but also beyond. Their conclusions are
to be found in these three impressive volumes. Bridging different
generations of scholarship, the authors reassess in a first volume
Tridentine views on the Bible, theology and liturgy, as well as their
reception by Protestants, deconstructing many myths surviving in
scholarship and society alike. They also deal with the mechanisms 'Rome'
developed to hold a grip on the Council's implementation. The second
volume analyzes the changes in local ecclesiastical life, initiated by
bishops, orders and congregations, and the political strife and
confessionalisation accompanying this reform process. The third and
final volume examines the afterlife of Trent in arts and music, as well as
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in the global impact of Trent through missions.
City and Society in the Low Countries, 1100–1600 - Bruno Blondé
2018-10-04
A comprehensive dissection of the making of urban society in the Low
Countries during the middle ages and the sixteenth century.
Networks, Regions and Nations - Robert Stein 2010
This volume offers a fascinating insight into the continuities and
discontinuities in the formation of identities in the Low Countries and its
neighbouring countries. It is an important contribution to the ongoing
debates about national and other identities.
Memory Wars in the Low Countries, 1566-1700 - Jasper van der Steen
2015-07-28
In Memory Wars in the Low Countries, 1566-1700 Jasper van der Steen
explains how the political exploitation of the public memory of the Revolt
in the Netherlands influenced the formation of distinct ‘national’
identities in the Dutch Republic and the Habsburg Netherlands.
Dissident Identities in the Early Modern Low Countries - A. C. Duke
2009
Alastair Duke has long been recognized as one of the leading scholars of
the early modern Netherlands, known internationally for his important
work on the impact of religious change on political events which was the
focus of his Reformation and Revolt in the Low Countries (1990). This
new volume explores the emergence of new political and religious
identities in the Netherlands. These essays, together, demonstrate how
dissident identities shaped and contributed to the development of the
Netherlands during the early modern period.
Historical Dictionary of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation Michael Mullett 2010-04-30
Historical Dictionary of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation
provides a comprehensive account of two chains of events_the Protestant
Reformation and the Catholic Counter-Reformation_that have left an
enduring imprint on Europe, America, and the world at large. This is
done through a chronology, a introductory essay, a bibliography, and
over 300 cross-referenced dictionary entries on persons, places,
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countries, institutions, doctrines, ideas, and events.
Revolt in the Netherlands - Anton van Der Lem 2019-03-15
In 1568, the Seventeen Provinces in the Netherlands rebelled against the
absolutist rule of the king of Spain. A confederation of duchies, counties,
and lordships, the Provinces demanded the right of self-determination,
the freedom of conscience and religion, and the right to be represented
in government. Their long struggle for liberty and the subsequent rise of
the Dutch Republic was a decisive episode in world history and an
important step on the path to the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. And yet, it is a period in history we rarely discuss. In his
compelling retelling of the conflict, Anton van der Lem explores the main
issues at stake on both sides of the struggle and why it took eighty years
to achieve peace. He recounts in vivid detail the roles of the key
protagonists, the decisive battles, and the war’s major turning points,
from the Spanish governor’s Council of Blood to the Twelve Years Truce,
while all the time unraveling the shifting political, religious, and military
alliances that would entangle the foreign powers of France, Italy, and
England. Featuring striking, rarely seen illustrations, this is a timely and
balanced account of one of the most historically important conflicts of
the early modern period.
The Political Thought of the Dutch Revolt 1555-1590 - Martin van
Gelderen 2002-10-03
This book is a comprehensive study of the history of the political thought
of the Dutch Revolt (1555-90). It explores the development of the
political ideas which motivated and legitimized the Dutch resistance
against the government of Philip II in the Low Countries, and which
became the ideological foundations of the Dutch Republic as it emerged
as one of the main powers of Europe. It shows how notions of liberty,
constitutionalism, representation and popular sovereignty were of
central importance to the political thought and revolutionary events of
the Dutch Revolt, giving rise to a distinct political theory of resistance, to
fundamental debates on the 'best state' of the new Dutch commonwealth
and to passionate disputes on the relationship between church and state
which prompted some of the most eloquent early modern pleas for
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religious toleration.
Memory in Early Modern Europe, 1500-1800 - Judith Pollmann
2017-08-05
For early modern Europeans, the past was a measure of most things,
good and bad. For that reason it was also hotly contested, manipulated,
and far too important to be left to historians alone. Memory in Early
Modern Europe offers a lively and accessible introduction to the many
ways in which Europeans engaged with the past and 'practised' memory
in the three centuries between 1500 and 1800. From childhood memories
and local customs to war traumas and peacekeeping , it analyses how
Europeans tried to control, mobilize and reconfigure memories of the
past. Challenging the long-standing view that memory cultures
transformed around 1800, it argues for the continued relevance of early
modern memory practices in modern societies.
The Low Countries As a Crossroads of Religious Beliefs - Arie Jan
Gelderblom 2004-01-01
Situated at the crossroads of important trade routes, the bustling
seaports of the Low Countries not only traded cargoes of grain and
timber, silk and spices, woollen cloth and splendidly executed
altarpieces, but also manuscripts and books, news, information, ideas
and gossip. Thus the Netherlands were touched by the evangelical
Reformation movement at an early stage and played an increasingly
important role as a crossroads for religious and philosophical ideas,
serving as an intermediary between different parts of the world. The
third volume of Intersections is devoted to this aspect of the 'intertraffic
of the mind.' Thirteen authors from various disciplines address issues
such as: How 'open' were the various religious groups to new points of
view and how did they react to each other's opinion? How did they get
familiar with new insights and different attitudes, and what was the role
of trade and traffic in spreading them? How important was the part
played by the various church and civil authorities, on the different levels
of local, regional and national government? Contributors include: Paul
Arblaster, Pieta van Beek, Ralph Dekoninck, Jeanine De Landtsheer,
Agnes Guiderdoni-Brusle, Jason Harris, Christine Kooi, Fred van Lieburg,
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Guido Marnef, Mia M. Mochizuki, Henk van Nierop, Charles H. Parker,
P.J. Schuffel, and J.J.V.M. de Vet.
Neo-Latin Drama in Early Modern Europe - Jan Bloemendal
2013-09-19
Neo-Latin drama and theatre is a genre that was most often practised in
early modern Europe. Humanists, Protestants and Roman Catholics
wrote plays for the intellectual and moral education of students, and the
entertainment of the audience. In this volume, a historical overview of
Neo-Latin drama is given, as well as analyses of separate plays.
Reformation in the Low Countries, 1500-1620 - Christine Kooi
2022-06-09
This accessible general history places the Reformation in the Low
Countries within its broader political and religious context.
A Concise History of the Netherlands - James C. Kennedy 2017-07-13
This book offers a comprehensive yet compact history of this surprisingly
little-known but fascinating country, from pre-history to the present.
Broadsheets - Andrew Pettegree 2017-07-10
A landmark study of single-sheet publishing during the first two
centuries after the invention of printing. Long disregarded as ephemera
or cheap print, broadsheets emerge as both a crucial communication
medium and an essential underpinning of the economics of the
publishing industry.
Shaping History - Wayne te Brake 1998-07-31
As long as there have been governments, ordinary people have been
acting in a variety of often informal or extralegal ways to influence the
rulers who claimed authority over them. Shaping History shows how
ordinary people broke down the institutional and cultural barriers that
separated elite from popular politics in sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury Europe and entered fully into the historical process of European
state formation. Wayne te Brake's outstanding synthesis builds on the
many studies of popular political action in specific settings and conflicts,
locating the interaction of rulers and subjects more generally within the
multiple political spaces of composite states. In these states, says Te
Brake, a broad range of political subjects, often religiously divided
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among themselves, necessarily aligned themselves with alternative
claimants to cultural and political sovereignty in challenging the cultural
and fiscal demands of some rulers. This often violent interaction between
subjects and rulers had particularly potent consequences during the
course of the Reformation, the Counter-Reformation, and the Crisis of
the Seventeenth Century. But, as Te Brake makes clear, it was an
ongoing political process, not a series of separate cataclysmic events.
Offering a compelling alternative to traditionally elite-centered accounts
of territorial state formation in Europe, this book calls attention to the
variety of ways ordinary people have molded and shaped their own
political histories.
The Cambridge Companion to the Dutch Golden Age - Helmer J. Helmers
2018-08-31
During the seventeenth century, the Dutch Republic was transformed
into a leading political power in Europe, with global trading interests. It
nurtured some of the period's greatest luminaries, including Rembrandt,
Vermeer, Descartes and Spinoza. Long celebrated for its religious
tolerance, artistic innovation and economic modernity, the United
Provinces of the Netherlands also became known for their involvement
with slavery and military repression in Asia, Africa, and the Americas.
This Companion provides a compelling overview of the best scholarship
on this much debated era, written by a wide range of experts in the field.
Unique in its balanced treatment of global, political, socio-economic,
literary, artistic, religious, and intellectual history, its nineteen chapters
offer an indispensable guide for anyone interested in the world of the
Dutch Golden Age.
A History of the Low Countries - Paul Arblaster 2018-10-26
This introductory overview of the Low Countries' history traces their
development since Roman times, providing equal weighting to the
Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg. Paul Arblaster looks at political,
cultural and social history, including the rise of the merchant classes, the
Renaissance and Golden Age, and the two world wars of the 20th
century. The final chapter has been expanded and revised to take into
account developments since 2011. This third edition is thoroughly
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updated and revised throughout and benefits from our recently refreshed
series design. This timely and engaging narrative provides an invaluable
starting-point for students of History focusing on the Low Countries,
European Studies and Dutch studies. New to this Edition: - More detail
on the EU, particularly current in light of Brexit and Euroscepticism More environmental and global history - Coverage of the latest political
developments - More maps, to bridge the gap between the 15th century
and the present day - An updated bibliography
Women and Gender in the Early Modern Low Countries 1500-1750 Sarah Joan Moran 2019
"Women and Gender in the Early Modern Low Countries, 1500-1750
brings together research on women and gender across the Low
Countries, a culturally contiguous region that was split by the Eighty
Years War into the Protestant Dutch Republic in the north and the
Spanish-controlled, Catholic Hapsburg Netherlands in the south. The
authors of this interdisciplinary volume highlight women's experiences of
social class, as family members, before the law, and as authors, artists,
and patrons, as well as the workings of gender in art and literature. In
studies ranging from microhistories to surveys, the book reveals the Low
Countries as a remarkable historical laboratory for its topic and points to
the opportunities the region holds for future scholarly investigations"-Shaping the Stranger Churches - Silke Muylaert 2020-10-20
Silke Muylaert explores the struggles of the Netherlandish migrant
churches in England in engaging with the Reformation and the Revolt in
their fatherland.
The Frigid Golden Age - Dagomar Degroot 2018-02-08
Explores the resilience of the Dutch Republic in the face of preindustrial
climate change during the Little Ice Age.
Craft Guilds in the Early Modern Low Countries - Catharina Lis
2017-03-02
In the half millennium of their existence, guilds in the Low Countries
played a highly significant role in shaping the societies of which they
were a part. One key aspect that has been identified in recent historical
research to explain the survival of the guilds for such a long time is the
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guilds' continued adaptability to changing circumstances. This idea of
flexibility is the point of departure for the essays in this volume, which
sheds new light on the corporate system and identifies its various
features and regional variances. The contributors explore the
interrelations between economic organisations and political power in late
medieval and early modern towns, and address issues of gender, religion
and social welfare in the context of the guilds. This cohesive and
focussed volume will provide a stimulus for renewed interest and further
research in this area. It will appeal to scholars and students with an
interest in early modern economic, social and cultural history in
particular, but will also be valuable to those researching into political,
religious and gender history.
Comic Drama in the Low Countries, C.1450-1560 - Ben Parsons
2012
Text and translation of comic plays sheds light on a fascinating era of
theatrical production.
Public Opinion and Changing Identities in the Early Modern Netherlands
- Judith Pollmann 2007
This lively collection of essays examines the link between public opinion
and the development of changing 'Netherlandish' identities in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
Catholic Identity and the Revolt of the Netherlands, 1520-1635 Judith Pollmann 2021-08-27
Judith Pollmann uses the diaries and memoirs of sixteenth-century
Catholics to explore how they understood and experienced the religious
civil war that ripped the sixteenth-century Netherlands apart.
The Origins and Development of the Dutch Revolt - Mr Graham Darby
2003-09-02
The Dutch revolt against Spanish rule in the sixteenth century was a
formative event in European history. The Origins and Development of the
Dutch Revolt brings together in one volume the latest scholarship from
leading experts in the field, to illuminate why the Dutch revolted, the
way events unfolded and how they gained independence. In exploring the
desire of the Dutch to control their own affairs, it also questions whether
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Dutch identity came about by accident. The book makes the most recent
research available in English for the first time, focusing on: * the role of
the aristocracy * religion * the towns and provinces * the Spanish
perspective * finance and ideology.
Narratives of Low Countries History and Culture - Jane Fenoulhet
2016-11-07
This edited collection explores the ways in which our understanding of
the past in Dutch history and culture can be rethought to consider not
only how it forms part of the present but how it can relate also to the
future. Divided into three parts – The Uses of Myth and History, The Past
as Illumination of Cultural Context, and Historiography in Focus – this
book seeks to demonstrate the importance of the past by investigating
the transmission of culture and its transformations. It reflects on the
history of historiography and looks critically at the products of the
historiographic process, such as Dutch and Afrikaans literary history.
The chapters cover a range of disciplines and approaches: some authors
offer a broad view of a particular period, such as Jonathan Israel's
contribution on myth and history in the ideological politics of the Dutch
Golden Age, while others zoom in on specific genres, texts or historical
moments, such as Benjamin Schmidt’s study of the doolhof, a word that
today means ‘labyrinth’ but once described a 17th-century educational
amusement park. This volume, enlightening and home to multiple paths
of enquiry leading in different directions, is an excellent example of what
a past-present doolhof might look like.
The Reformation World - Andrew Pettegree 2000
The most ambitious one-volume survey of the Reformation yet, this book
is beautifully illustrated throughout. The strength of this work is its
breadth and originality, covering the Church, art, Calvinism and Luther.
Religious Choice in the Dutch Republic - Judith Pollmann 1999
Catholics, Calvinists, Mennonites, Arminians, Libertines--the Dutch
Republic has always been renowned for its religious diversity. This book
asks a simple but novel question: why did individual Dutch believers
decide to join, or not to join, one of the many churches, and what
consequences did these decisions have for their lives? It addresses this
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hoe het regime gebruikmaakte van de verschillende
communicatiekanalen. Daarnaast is de reactie van gewone mensen op
het conflict en op de tegenstrijdige berichtgeving in de publieke sfeer
onderzocht.
History of the Low Countries - J. C. H. Blom 1998-06-01
The history of the smaller European countries is rather neglected in the
teaching of European history at university level. We are therefore
pleased to announce the publication of the first comprehensive history of
the Low Countries - in English - from Roman Times to the present.
Remaining politically and culturally fragmented, with its inhabitants
speaking Dutch, French, Frisian, and German, the Low Countries offer a
fascinating picture of European history en miniature. For historical
reasons, parts of northern France and western Germany also have to be
included in the "Low Countries," a term that must remain both broad and
fluid, a convenient label for a region which has seldom, if ever, composed
a unified whole. In earlier ages it as even more difficult to the region set
parameters, again reflecting Europe as a whole, when tribes and
kingdoms stretched across expanses not limited to the present states of
Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. Nevertheless, its parts did
demonstrate many common traits and similar developments that
differentiated them from surrounding countries and lent them a distinct
character. Internationally, the region often served both as a mediator for
and a buffer to the surrounding great powers, France, Britain, and
Germany; an important role still played today as Belgium and the
Netherlands have increasingly become involved in the broader process of
European integration, in which they often share the same interest and
follow parallel policies. This highly illustrated volume serves as an ideal
introduction to the rich history of the Low Countries for students and the
generally interested reader alike.

problem through the unique collection of autobiographical writings by
the Utrecht lawyer Arnoldus Buchelius (1565-1641). Raised a Catholic,
he was for some time without any religious affiliation, then became a
Libertine Protestant, and ultimately developed into a committed ContraRemonstrant Calvinist. Judith Pollmann argues that it is important to
understand religious choice as a response to anxieties about the
salvation of a society undergoing rapid change. She demonstrates how
Dutch believers' approach to church membership enabled them to
combine strong confessional partisanship with an ongoing ability to
appreciate the piety of individuals of other churches, and thus proposes a
new explanation for the absence of religious violence in a multiconfessional society.
Exile Memories and the Dutch Revolt - Johannes Mueller 2016-04-08
Author Johannes Müller shows how early modern Netherlandish
migrants and their descendants commemorated war and persecution and
cultivated new religious and political identities in the Dutch Republic,
England and Germany.
From Revolt to Riches - Theo Hermans 2016
Habsburg Communication in the Dutch Revolt - Monica Stensland
2012
De politieke denkbeelden van de rebellen in de Opstand (voorheen de
Tachtigjarige Oorlog) zijn al langer onderwerp van wetenschappelijk
onderzoek. Dit boek richt zich echter op het grotendeels onbesproken
verhaal van het Habsburgse regime en zijn lokale aanhangers. Hoe
dachten zij over het conflict en hoe reageerden zij op de beschuldigingen
van de opstandelingen? De auteur heeft een verscheidenheid aan
mondelinge, schriftelijke en theatrale media onderzocht om te ontdekken
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